Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease of prematurity in preschool children: Our experience

Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia (BPD) is the most common respiratory disorder that affects chronically preterms with immature lungs. On this base it seems extremely pressing to investigate the consequences of BPD also in preschool children to assess the incidence of respiratory disease and the cardiovascular impact, focusing on functional study of right ventricle whose parameters can be used as an index of bronchopulmonary impairment. The population study includes 105 premature born between January 2008 and December 2012 with GA<33 week; BW<1800 gr; No malformations or surgeries. The echocardiography study has evaluated: L Ventricular Ejection Fraction (EFVS %); Tricuspidal Annular Plane Systolic Excursion (TAPSE); Pulmonary Artery Pressure (PAP); Right Ventricle Isovolumic Relaxation Time (IVRT); Right Ventricle Isovolumic Contraction Time (IVCT). The control group included 30 pre-school children born at term. In 35 cooperating infants, we have evaluated the lung function by the opening interrupter technique (OIT) with the measurement of airway resistance (RINT) (ratio between pressure change and flow). The presence of airway obstruction was detected as a value of RINT higher than 1.20. As results our data have shown: recurrent respiratory infections in 45.7%; upper air way obstruction in 22.3%. We found higher values of RINT in 69/105 (65.7%). The echocardiography assessment has highlighted higher values of PAP (30 versus 20.7 mmHG) and lower values IVCT (64.75 versus 74.55) in preterm than in the control group, both with a statistical difference (p<0.05). Our data have shown: recurrent respiratory infections in 45.7%; upper air way obstruction in 22.3%. We found higher values of RINT in 69/105 (65.7%). Our results showed a significantly higher incidence of respiratory issues, also before 4 years of age, in ex-preterm subjects than in the general population. The subclinical cardiovascular involvement of right cardiac sections, with an increment of PAP and an alteration of IVCT was significantly related to the incidence of respiratory issues. Right ventricle parameters have also been demonstrated useful for lung disease's follow-up in preschool children because they are easy to obtain and repeat and need just a bit of cooperation usually obtainable in almost all infants. Our data concerning not only increased incidence of wheezing, but of other respiratory issues contribute to recent definition of “chronic obstructive pulmonary disease of prematurity” as a nosographic entity encompassing: asthma, need for respiratory hospitalization, more frequent bronchopulmonary infections and clinical subclinical pulmonary hypertension with right ventricle impairment that is typical of grown Bronchidisplastic survivors.

Graph 1. Demonstrated higher values of Pulmonary Artery Pression (PAP) in preterm preschool children than in the control group, p<0.001 (BOXPLOT PAP); among preterm group, a statistically significant evidence versus control group was observed also for Isovolumic Contraction Time (IVCT), p<0.05 (BOXPLOT IVCT).
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